The optical buffer is a key component in all-optical information processing systems. Recently a number of schemes that use slow light propagation in various media and structures have been proposed as means toward implementation of all-optical buffers. We rigorously analyze the similarities and differences in approaches that use electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) and coupled resonant structures (CRS). We introduce the figure of merit, finesse, that is common to both approaches and obtain fundamental limitations on bit rates and storage capacities of optical buffers. We show that at very low bit rates and storage capacities EIT outperforms CRS, but at rates of 10 Mbits/ s and above the EIT medium becomes quite inefficient, and the situation is reversed. Two types of CRS based on high-index-contrast fiber gratings and high-index semiconductor-air photonic crystals and (or) microring resonators are found to hold promise for applications in the 1 -1000-Gbits/ s range, but only if the losses can be drastically reduced.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen rapid development in the area of optical communications. Advances in optical amplifiers and passive optical components such as add-drop filters have eliminated large numbers of electronic regeneration steps that limited the system speed and capacity. Unfortunately the most sophisticated steps of switching and routing are still handled electronically, although substantial effort has been expended in the quest for an alloptical implementation of these functions. Any all-optical processor must include an optical buffer as one of its most important enabling components. The purpose of the optical buffer is to store and then release the data in optical format without conversion into the electrical format. Despite the ostensible simplicity of this task, the optical buffer has always been and still remains a major stumbling block on the way to all-optical processing. This is easy to understand since the term "buffering" implies, at the physical level, localization, and photons, being particles with zero rest mass, are far less amenable to localization than electrons. For this reason the only practical optical buffers remain the fiber loop 1 or its close cousin, the folded, free-space delay line in which the delay time is accumulated by propagation over a long optical path.
In future networks with optical packet routing the optical data would need to be stored for times that are equal to at least the packet length. Assuming that the packet length is of the order of 1000 bits and the data rate is of the order of 10 Gbits/ s, the length of the delay line must be of the order of 20-30 m, depending on the refractive index. Resorting to such bulky components would negate all the advantages in size and weight expected from doing all-optical processing. There exists another important field of microwave photonics-microwave phased-array antennae-where optical, true-time delay lines hold promise of reducing the size and weight of components. Although the length of the true-time delay line does not need to exceed the wavelength of the RF signal, i.e., a few centimeters at best, there are still significant benefits in a scheme that would allow one to reduce that length further.
Reducing the length of the optical buffer while keeping the total delay time constant implies reduction of group velocity. Group velocity can be reduced by using strong resonances in either time or space that cause coupling of energy between either counterpropagating electromagnetic waves or between electromagnetic and other forms of energy. Indeed the last decade has seen an increased interest in slowing photons by using two alternative approaches to "storing" the photons. The older one is the optical delay line, 2 in which the light path is lengthened by forcing the light to retrace its path through repeated reflections in grating, 3 coupled-ring resonators, 4 or coupled defect modes in photonic crystals. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In all these structures the group velocity of light is slowed in the vicinity of a sharp resonance in the reflection that limits the effective bandwidth of the delay line because of quadratic dispersion. Quadratic dispersion, however, can be canceled when cascaded 11 or Moire gratings 12 are used; yet, as will be shown in this paper the residual third-order dispersion still limits the bandwidth. It can be argued that most if not all of these slow-light schemes can be treated as propagation in coupled resonators. 13 In order to incorporate as wide a range of different structures as possible, we will refer to these designs as coupled resonator structures (CRS).
The more recent approach to slowing light based on use of dispersion in the vicinity of sharp atomic resonances has generated much excitement. Usually, absorption is quite high near the resonance, but if a strong optical field splits the resonance in two, the absorption becomes anomalously low. This is electromagnetically induced transparency, or EIT. EIT was first observed in 1991, 14 and its ability to reduce the velocity of light was explored by Harris et al. 15 and Kasapi et al. 16 shortly afterward. 15, 16 EIT slowed the light to less than 10 m / s in metal vapors 17, 18 and less than 45 m / s in the solid state. 19 More recently light was effectively stopped in the EIT medium, 20, 21 and the proposal was made 22 for slowing light through EIT in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs).
Both CRS and EIT schemes have strong advocates who prefer to point out their differences rather than their considerable similarities. To the best of our knowledge there is no comprehensive comparison of the two approaches that can answer the practical question: What benefits do CRS and EIT slow-light schemes offer for storage of optical packets of given symbol rate B and length N st symbols per packet? In other words, how much can the group velocity of light be slowed before dispersion causes excessive intersymbol interference that leads to data loss?
In this paper we provide clear answers to this and other important questions by the use of simple analytical expressions. We point out that while EIT and CRS are remarkably similar to one another, they have different group-index-versus-bandwidth dependences that cause CRS to perform better at high bit rates. We are concerned here only with the fundamental limitations to the performance of slow-light buffers imposed, as we shall see, by third-order dispersion ␤ 3 . Of course, in the near future, losses due to imperfections in fabrication (for CRS) or inhomogeneous broadening (for EIT) will continue to be the dominant limiting factors, but here our goal is to determine the theoretical upper bound of the performance of the slow-light schemes. We show that even if all the fabrication issues are resolved this performance will be inherently limited by dispersion.
EIT: SLOW LIGHT BASED ON RESONANT OPTICAL TRANSITIONS

A. Dispersion near Single Resonance: Polariton
The fact that electromagnetic radiation experiences a large change in its group velocity in the vicinity of a strong resonance is well known. In optics this phenomenon is usually referred to as strong dispersion, while in solid-state physics it is more often described as a polariton effect. Resonance, shown in Fig. 1(a) , can be associated with excitation of a strong atomic transition in a gas medium, of an exciton in a semiconductor (exciton polariton), of a plasmon in metal (plasmon polariton), or of a polar lattice vibration (phonon polariton). One can characterize this excitation of matter as a polarization wave with its frequency 12 independent (or nearly independent in comparison with a photon) of its wave vector k as shown in Fig. 1(b) next to the dispersion of a photon. We have
where n is the background refractive index of the medium considered to be constant within a narrow frequency range. The two waves-electromagnetic (photon) and polarization-interact with an interaction strength that is proportional to the dipole matrix element of the transition 12 . The interaction becomes very strong in the vicinity of resonant frequency 0 when the energy couples back and forth between two waves. The coupled-waves description is the semiclassical picture of anomalous dispersion; in the full quantum theory one can describe it as a formation of a mixed quasi-particle (or polariton) that combines properties of both photon and matter excitation. 23 The polariton dispersion is shown in Fig.  1(b) ; it consists of two branches with the gap between them corresponding to the region of negative dielectric susceptibility where the electromagnetic waves cannot propagate. Near the resonance the group velocity of the polariton,
is greatly reduced, since most of the energy of the polariton at these frequencies is contained in the stationary matter excitation rather than in the moving electromagnetic wave. The obvious idea for using strong matter resonance to slow the light has two major drawbacks that reduce its practicality. First the transitions have strong absorption within finite linewidth:
where T 2 ͑12͒ is a coherence time. Second the group velocity changes rapidly in the vicinity of resonance. This change is usually gauged by group-velocity dispersion (GVD), also referred to as second-order dispersion,
and it can cause rapid loss of information in the signal. As one can see in Fig. 1(a) the GVD has opposite sign below and above the resonance. Therefore if one could operate in the region between two equally strong transitions their second-order dispersions would cancel each other leaving only the third-order dispersion, 
which is positive irrespective of whether one operates below or above resonance. However, ␤ 3 has a weaker impact on signal quality than ␤ 2 . This dispersion-compensated scheme is straightforward and appealing, but unfortunately, suitable media with two closely spaced strong and narrow resonances are difficult to find in nature. EIT, on the other hand, 14 provides an ingenious way to avoid the constraints imposed by nature and to create artificially the proper medium using the "dressed states."
B. Dispersion near Twin Resonances: EIT
Consider a typical EIT scheme, usually referred to as a ⌳ scheme 24 and shown in Fig. 2(a) . The upper level A is split into two "dressed" levels A 1 and A 2 by the pump light originating from level B. The splitting is equal to 2⍀, where ⍀ = AB E P / ប is the Rabi frequency, AB is the matrix element of the electrical dipole, and E P is the pumping optical field. The probe light is at frequency close to the resonance between the ground level G and original level A. The dielectric constant in the vicinity of the resonance is
where ␦ = − 0 is detuning, N is the concentration of active ions or atoms, and ␥ AG and ␥ BG are the broadenings. Note that ␥ GB is the broadening of the transition G → B that can be forbidden and thus is quite narrow. Herein lies the second advantage of the EIT medium: the absorption can be reduced substantially by quickly transferring the photon energy into the matter excitation that is well isolated from the outside world and thus has long coherence time. This fact distinguishes EIT from other seemingly analogous methods of slowing light by use of coherent population pulsations. 25 From Eq. (6) the complex refractive index can be found as
where f AG is the oscillator strength. We can also define a modified (by a factor 2n ) plasma frequency as
With Eq. (7) one can plot the dispersion curve for the EIT medium [ Fig. 2(b) ]-as one can see the curve is "squeezed and flattened" between two forbidden gaps associated with resonances. The curve is plotted in the limit of zero broadenings-their inclusion would only change the curve near the Rabi-split resonances and not in the region of interest near 0 . Clearly, as the transparency region becomes narrower the group velocity becomes progressively smaller. We can obtain the expression for the group index at the center of the transparency region ͑␦ =0͒ as
͑9͒
and also find the absorption coefficient as
Now we can determine the upper limit placed by the absorption on the delay time as
i.e., the time over which half of the optical power gets dissipated. We shall refer to t abs as "absorption time." In Eq. (11) and thus roughly equals the coherence time of the "isolated" excitation G → B. This result is quite logical considering that optical energy is transferred into the coherent excitation of that transition. Of course as the Rabi frequency approaches infinity, the group index decreases to its background value. A more interesting observation thus would be to see what value of group index can be achieved for a given absorption time. Solving Eqs. (9) and (11) together we obtain
As one can see the group index reaches its maximum when n g,max
Thus the total number of bits that can be stored in the EIT medium N st = t abs B increases with the bandwidth B if nothing but the residual absorption in the EIT band is taken into account. The situation changes drastically once we introduce bandwidth limitations. First we neglect the residual absorption in Eq. (9) and obtain
If one wants to avoid the absorption of high-frequency components of the signal, the width of the EIT region 2⍀ must be at least larger than the bandwidth of the signal ⌬, proportional to the symbol rate. Thus we can rewrite Eq. (16) as
where a is a constant of the order of unity, depending on the exact shape of the signal. But the maximum delay time in the QD medium is limited to less than a nanosecond even at low temperature because of scattering.
Judging from Eq. (17) sufficiently high group index enhancement (of the order of 100 or more) can be achieved for symbol rates of the order of ⍀ p /10a, i.e., up to a few hundred gigabits/s for QD media and a few gigabits/s for the rare-earth-doped medium. But these results are to change drastically once dispersion is introduced. Performance with storage capacity of 10 bits
Performance with storage capacity of 50 bits
Performance with storage capacity of 200 bits
a Units K, M, G stand for kilo-, mega-, gigabits/second.
C. Third-Order Dispersion
First find the second-order dispersion:
As expected the second-order dispersion goes to zero at roughly ␦ Ϸ ⍀ 2 / 0 , i.e., close to the middle of the EIT band. The third-order dispersion is always positive and is equal to
Now it is the pair of Eqs. (16) and (19) that determines the properties of the EIT slow-light medium. Using them, we can find out the limitations imposed by the third-order dispersion. According to Ref. 28 , for a typical return-tozero on-off-keying Gaussian signal the maximum distance that it can propagate in the presence of third-order dispersion is determined from the relation
The exact value of ␥ in inequality (20) may change as a function of modulation format and detection method, but not by much. Also, for on-off-keying the symbol rate and bit rate are identical, so from here on we shall refer to B as the bit rate, understanding that rigorously it should be referred to as symbol rate. The maximum delay can be estimated as
and the maximum number of bits that can be stored then is simply
We now obtain a far more restrictive relation between the bandwidth and the half-width of the EIT region required to accommodate it.
For a large slowing factor the index-dependent term in Eq. (23) approaches unity, and one can see how wide the EIT region should be to store a large number of bits. For instance to store just 100 bits of information the ratio between ⍀ and B becomes 130 rather than a factor of a few that followed from the simpler considerations that led to (17) . Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (16) we obtain
where the maximum bit rate of the EIT buffer,
is defined here as the bandwidth at which the packet containing N st bits can be slowed down by a factor of Ϸ2. 
Thus the total length of the EIT buffer required to store N st bits at a given bit rate B for the case of B Ӷ B EIT,max becomes
whereas for high bit rates B ӷ B EIT,max it asymptotically approaches
We can also now define the bit rate at which the packet containing N st bits can be slowed down by a factor n g Ј
͑29͒
D. Limitations Due to Dephasing: Definition of Finesse
At the same time, from the considerations of the residual loss of Eq. (12) the minimum bit rate at which this can be accomplished becomes
Of course t abs,max ϳ ␥ GB −1 is the upper limit on the absorption time under assumption that ⍀ 2 ӷ ␥ AG ␥ BG (11) . Using Eqs. (23) we can show that this condition is satisfied for as long as
If the broadening of transition AG is larger than that, the impact of absorption on the performance of the EIT delay line will be even stronger than discussed here. Combining Eq. (29) and Eq. (31) and we obtain the value of the maximum group-velocity reduction factor attainable:
where we have introduced the finesse of the EIT transition as
We can now see that EIT buffers can effectively slow a packet of N st bits within the range of bit rates ͕B EIT,min ͑N st ͒ , B EIT,max ͑N st ͖͒. The lower boundary of the range is determined by the residual absorption, while the upper boundary is determined by the dispersion. As packet length increases the effective range narrows until the maximum packet length,
is attained. The packet of length N st,max is slowed by a factor of 2.6, and this reduction is achieved at the bit rate of maximum capacity
͑35͒
It is instructive to reflect on the physical meaning of finesse. If one considers an electromagnetic wave resonantly coupled to an ensemble of atomic dipoles oscillating at frequency 0 the energy will be transferred back and forth between the wave and dipoles with the angular frequency ⍀ p . Therefore, finesse
BG is simply the number of times the energy can be moved between the wave and dipoles before the collective polarization of the dipoles decays.
E. Parameters for the Specific EIT Schemes
Let us look at the finesse and capacities of the specific media shown in Table 1 . Of all the media PrYSO has the highest finesse and thus the largest storage capacity. In fact, it follows from (32) that n g,max Ј͑N st ͒ϳ10 12 N st −3 , and one can store a thousand-bit-long packet with group velocity reduced a thousand-fold. Unfortunately, this reduction will take place at a rate of a few kilobits/s and require an unrealistically long medium. But 50 bits can be stored successfully at a bit rate of a few hundred kilobits/s. Among the gas-phase EIT media,
208
Pb originally suggested by Harris et al. for group-velocity reduction 15 holds the most promise-it may store about a dozen bits in a realistic length, but regrettably EIT in this medium has been observed experimentally only at lower concentrations, 15 leading to less impressive results than predicted. The more common Sr and Rb vapors offer performance that is far inferior to Pb vapor.
For the QD medium, we obtain, assuming a rather unrealistic value of t d ϳ 400 ps (1-meV linewidth), a finesse of nearly 2000; thus n g,max Ј͑N st ͒ϳ2 ϫ 10 4 N st −3 . It follows that a small, 10-bit packet can be slowed down by a respectable factor of 20 at a 20-gigabit/ s rate, but for practical packets containing more than 30 bits there is no way of achieving group-velocity reduction at any bit rate in a QD medium. If one takes a more reasonable value of broadening, say 50 meV, finesse becomes only 40, and at most one would be able to store two bits of information in such a buffer. If the broadening exceeds 150 meV-something that one should realistically expect to happen at room temperature-the QD buffer becomes completely ineffective, as it can not store even one bit of information by reducing group velocity.
COUPLED RESONATOR STRUCTURES: SLOW LIGHT BASED ON RESONANCES IN SPACE A. Fiber Bragg Grating as a Slow-Wave Medium
Let us now turn our attention to a different method of reducing the group velocity of light. Consider for instance the Bragg reflector composed of alternating layers of high ͑n H ͒ and low ͑n L ͒ effective refractive index with period ⌳ shown in Fig. 3(a) . The Bragg reflector can be implemented in waveguide, fiber, or in traditional thin-film technology. The dispersion of the Bragg reflector, shown in Fig. 3(b) , exhibits a photonic bandgap near the Bragg frequency 0 = c / n ⌳ having half-width
͑36͒
The group velocity in the vicinity of the photonic bandgap is reduced as
.
͑37͒
The reduction in group velocity is accompanied by a very large increase in the second-order dispersion,
which renders the simple Bragg reflector an inefficient delay line. 11 or by using two gratings superimposed onto each other in a Moiré pattern. 12 The latter is of course equivalent to pe- riodic modulation of the reflectivity, i.e., essentially equivalent to a periodic array of coupled Fabry-Perot cavities, as shown Fig. 4(a) . Clearly one can use different types of resonators to achieve the same effect of reducing group velocity and simultaneously cancelling ␤ 2 , such as, for instance, the coupled microdisk or microring resonators 13 shown in Fig. 4(b) or the coupled defect modes in photonic crystals [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] shown in Fig. 4(c) . Although implementation methods are different all the coupled resonator structures (CRSs) can be described identically by introducing the transmission coefficient between neighboring resonators t and the free spectral range related to the period d of the CRS as
B. Coupled Resonator Structures
In general the resonant frequencies and free spectral range of the resonator depend not simply on the period d but on the total phase change associated with propagating through the Bragg reflector. Similarly for ring resonators there will be a factor of in the denominator of Eq. (39). The effective index n is chosen to adjust for this discrepancy and make (39) correct. Typically n is of the same order of magnitude as the average index of refraction and asymptotically approaches it for weak mirror reflectivity. The dispersion of CRS 6 is written as
where t is the mirror transmission plotted in Fig. 4(d) .
There is a strong similarity between Fig. 4(d) and the dispersion curve for EIT (Fig. 2) . In both cases the dispersion curve is "flattened" by being squeezed between two forbidden gaps. But unlike the EIT dispersion curve, the CRS dispersion curve is periodic in nature.
Introduce the order of the resonator,
and obtain
Note that the half-width of the transmission band is
and for small transmittance we can write
We can now find the group index as
Next we can find the third-order dispersion of the CRS as
. ͑46͒
C. "Strength" of the Coupled Resonator Structure
It is important to note that the length of the period and the transmittance are related. Indeed if we assume, in the simplest case, that the period of the structure consists of one half-wavelength cavity and a reflector with 2͑m −1͒ quarter-wavelength layers, the reflectivity of such a reflector is
and the transmission is 
͑48͒
Solving Eq. (48) we obtain
Thus for the case of small transmission (large group index) this expression can be simplified by use of Eq. (45) as
Note that although expression (50) has been obtained explicitly for the Fabry-Perot-type cavities, similar dependence can be obtained for the photonic crystal (PC) resonators or microrings-in all cases the confinement length depends strongly on the index contrast available in the material system. For example, an index contrast of 1.5 and n g / n Ϸ 100 yields m Ϸ 20, meaning a ring radius of Ϸ5 m at 1.5-m wavelength, which is of the right order to avoid excessive bending losses.
Substituting Eq. (50) back into Eq. (45) we obtain the following relation between the group index and the transparency band:
where
represents the strength of the CRS's light-slowing action in units of angular frequency, and for the third-order dispersion we obtain
͑53͒
For large group indices one should take into account that the effective index itself is a function of n g and obtain
where n av is the average refractive index, which is only slightly different from Eq. (52).
Let us now compare expressions (51) and (53) with the equivalent expressions for the EIT medium, Eq. (16) and Eq. (19) , respectively. First of all, we can see that the frequency ⍀ CRS plays the role of plasma frequency and the index contrast plays the role of oscillator strength-the higher the index contrast, the larger the group index that can be achieved. Note that although Eq. (52) is transcendental the dependence of ⍀ CRS on the group index when n g ӷ n is much weaker than its dependence on index contrast-so for order-of-magnitude estimates ⍀ CRS can be taken as constant.
D. Coupled Resonator Structure Performance Parameters
Let us make such a series of simple estimates. Consider first a fiber-grating type of resonator where the index contrast is of 10 −3 or less, 29 (although there has been work with hydrogenated 30 and (or) strained 31 Ge silicate fibers in which index contrast of up to 10 −2 has been obtained). Then for 10Ͻ n g / n Ͻ 10 4 and wavelength of 1550 nm we obtain 3 ϫ 10 10 s −1 Ͻ⍀ CRS Ͻ 3 ϫ 10 11 s −1 . Next let us consider a delay line made in two-dimensional SiO 2 -based photonic crystal (PC) 32 where one can obtain effective index contrast of Ϸ30-40%, rendering 1 ϫ 10 13 s −1 Ͻ⍀ CRS Ͻ 3 ϫ 10 13 s −1 . Finally for Si [8] [9] [10] 33, 34 or III-V 35 semiconductor PC waveguide or microring array one can attain effective index contrast of Ϸ2.0-2.2 (considering that the low-index regions are made from either SiO 2 or from the combination of semiconductor and air holes). Thus we obtain 2 ϫ 10 13 s −1 Ͻ⍀ CRS Ͻ 6 ϫ 10 13 s −1 . These data are summarized in Table 2 . a Units M, G, T stand for mega-, giga-, terabits/second.
Thus in principle in a CRS one can attain ⍀ CRS that is larger than ⍀ p in an EIT medium. Furthermore, in the CRS the group index is inversely proportional to the passband ⍀ [relation (51)] while in the EIT medium the group index is inversely proportional to ⍀ 2 [Eq. (16)]. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect the EIT medium to outperform the CRS for narrow-bandwidth signals, while the relation is reversed for high-bandwidth signals. To quantify this we will use Eq. (20) to obtain the expression for the storage capacity:
͑55͒
Eq. (55) looks almost identical (except for a factor of 6) to the similar Eq. (22) for the EIT and leads to the similar restriction on the width of the transmission band of
͑56͒
As a next step, substituting relation (56) into Eq. (45) we obtain
is the maximum bit rate at which the group velocity is slowed by a factor between 1.2 and 1.8, depending on index contrast. Now if we compare the latter two expressions with the equivalent expressions for EIT mediaEqs. (24) and (25), respectively-the similarities become clear.
Given the requirement for a delay line capable of storing N st bits at bit rate B we can write
and substitute the bit rate from Eq. (59) into Eq. (55) to obtain
where N res is the total number of microresonators. Thus for a reasonably large group index we can write
which is a very important result. Intuitively, one might conclude that to store each bit of information at least one microresonator is required, but rigorous derivation shows that the number required is far larger because of the third-order dispersion.
We can now estimate the length of the delay line capable of storing N st bits at rate B as
͑63͒
Since L D does not depend on the bit rate, the dependence on the bit rate is rather weak until the transmission becomes rather high. Now, note that
Substituting Eq. (64) into Eq. (62) we obtain a simple recursive relation of all the parameters:
Comparing Eq. (65) with Eq. (27) we can see a rather dramatic difference in the bit rate dependence: while the required length of an EIT buffer increases linearly with the bit rate, the length of the CRS buffer is almost bitrate independent. The dependences on storage capacities are also different: quadratic in the EIT medium and power of 3 / 2 in the CRS buffer. Thus based on dispersion limitations the CRS buffer is expected to outperform greatly the EIT buffer at large bit rates and storage capacities. Now, although as we stressed before, the main purpose of this paper is to establish the limitations on bit rates and storage capacity of optical buffers imposed by dispersion, it will still be interesting to see how these limitations combine with the limitations imposed by the loss in defining the operational region of the buffer. We have already performed these estimates for the EIT buffer [Eq. (30) ]; now we can similarly define the maximum delay time for the CRS imposed by the waveguide loss per unit length ␣, which can be due to the combination of scattering and absorption losses,
Note that any decrease of group velocity is accompanied by the increase in loss, thus t scat,max CRS stays constant.
There is one significant difference, however, between the limitations for EIT [Eq. (12) ] and CRS [Eq. (66)] buffers. In the EIT medium maximum delay time is determined by the fundamental physical parameter, coherencetime, while in the CRS the maximum delay time is defined mostly by the waveguide loss, which may be significantly reduced, if not eliminated, by the progress in fabrication and processing techniques that is currently taking place. At the present time photosensitive fiber has the lowest losses, of the order of a few dB/km, 29 while the best SiO 2 -air waveguides have losses of the order of 0.15 dB/ cm, 36 giving maximum delay times of the order of 1500 ps, while for Si on SiO 2 the loss is of the order of 1 dB/ cm, giving a maximum delay time of the order of 300 ps 37, 38 ; but one should expect significant improvement in the future. For this reason, we also include in Table 2 what we call here an "ideal" PC, with high index contrast and losses of 0.1 dB/ cm.
By analogy with Eq. (30) we can determine the minimum bit rate for the CRS as
Substituting Eq. (67) into Eq. (57) we obtain the expression for the maximum value of group index attainable in the CRS delay line as
where the finesse of the CRS line is defined as
We can also define the maximum storage capacity of the CRS line as the number of bits stored when the dispersion-limited maximum bandwidth [Eq. (58)] becomes equal to the loss-limited minimum bandwidth [Eq.
(67)] of
Comparing relation (70) with Eq. (60) immediately shows that the finesse of the CRS is simply the effective number of resonators.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We are now ready to conclude the comparison of different buffers by performing numerical solution of Eqs. (26) for five EIT buffers from Table 1 and of Eq. (65) for four CRS buffers from Table 2 . Figures 5-7 correspond to storage capacities of 10, 50, and 200 bits, respectively. Each curve shows the required length of the delay line as a function of bit rate. For comparison we also show the straight line representing the required length of a simple fiber delay line, L fib = cn −1 N st B −1 . Each curve has its useful frequency range between B min and B max emphasized by a bold section. For rates above B max the velocity reduction relative to the simple fiber delay line becomes insignificant (less than twofold)-this is a fundamental limitation due to dispersion. Below B min the loss becomes a major factorthis is still a fundamental limitation for the EIT medium as it is determined by the dephasing time. For the CRS delay line the loss limitation is not fundamental as it is caused only by fabrication issues-one can expect that the useful bandwidth will be expanded downward as fabrication technology progresses.
Looking at the figures one can see that the bit-rate dependences are strikingly different for EIT medium and CRS. For EIT the required length of the medium actually increases with the bit rate until the group-index enhancement becomes small, while the required length of CRS slowly decreases with bit rate. This is the expected consequence of different detuning dependences of the group indices in the two types of buffer. Clearly, at low bit rates and low storage capacities EIT media outperform the CRS buffers by a wide margin, but at higher bit rates and higher capacities the dispersion essentially eliminates the EIT capacity to slow the light, as a larger and larger transmission band is required. For the relatively low storage capacity of 10 bits (Fig. 5 ) one can see that of three metal-vapor EIT media only the Pb vapor appears to be practical, i.e., capable of storing 10 bits in a length less than 1 cm for bit rates in the 0.2-20 gigabits/ s range. Although originally suggested by Harris et al. 15 the EIT in this medium was achieved at much weaker atomic density, and only one bit was stored. 16 At the same time, of the other media in which EIT has been demonstrated, Rb and Sr vapors seem to be unable to store even 10 bits of information in a short length without incurring undue loss. The solid medium PrYSO, because of its low loss, is capable of storing 10 bits but only at low bit rates. Once the bit rate exceeds 10 megabits/ s the required buffer length exceeds a few centimeters, i.e., becomes impractical (unless one can embed Pr ions into the fiber while keeping long dephasing times). The proposed QD EIT medium shows promise in the range around 10 gigabits/ s but only under the assumption of long (hundreds of picoseconds) coherence times. With more realistic coherence times of the order of less than a picosecond the QD medium also becomes impractical.
For the CRS buffer the situation is different; the lowindex-contrast-fiber-Bragg-grating (FBG)-coupled resonator line offers good performance for bit rates of up to 20 gigabits/ s in a few tens of centimeters' length. Although currently the FBG length rarely exceeds a few centimeters, hopefully one day a meter-long grating may become feasible. The coupled resonators made in SiO 2 and Si offer good performance in the 10 gigabits/s-10 terabits/ s range with group-velocity reduction by up to two orders of magnitude.
As one moves to a more useful storage capacity of 50 bits (Fig. 6 ) one can see that only PrYSO maintains some degree of practicality, as it appears to be able to slow light by a significant factor at low bit rates of up to 1 megabit/ s all in a length of a few centimeters. For the Pb vapor the minimum required length is more than 10 cm, which renders it impractical. The QDs, because of a combination of loss and dispersion, appear not to be able to store all that many bits (in accordance with Table 1) .
Among the CRS buffers the FBG line is still able to function in a wide range of bit rates, from 0.1 to 10 gigabits/ s with a slowing factor of nearly 200 at the low end of this range. The silica structures have a useful bandwidth range between 200 gigabits/ s and 1 terabit/ s and a maximum group-index enhancement of Ϸ20. The highest index-contrast-semiconductor structures have their range limited to a few tens of terabits/s and maximum index enhancement of the order of 10. At the same time, if the loss in Si CRSs can be reduced to less than 0.1 dB/ cm ("ideal structure") the useful bit-rate region (shown in a section of dashed line) expands to cover two octaves (from 20 to 2,000 gigabits/ s), and the maximum group-index enhancement at 20 gigabits/ s approaches 75.
Finally, expanding the storage capacity to 200 bits (Fig.  7) renders all the EIT buffers ineffective beyond 1 megabit/ s; the only medium unimpeded by absorption, PrYSO, would need to be meters long. The FBG structure also loses its effectiveness since only a fewfold reduction in group velocity can now be attained, and the required length of the grating approaches a few meters. Of all the high-index-contrast structures only the "ideal PC" made of high-index semiconductor with air bridge and low ͑0.1 dB/ cm͒ losses potentially offers sufficient (tenfold) group-velocity reduction in the range of a few hundred gigabits/s.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have performed rigorous comparative analyses of two types of slow-light media that are currently being considered for use in optical delay lines: EIT media and CRSs. We have pointed out the similarities and differences between these two approaches. These similarities and differences are conveniently summarized in Table 3 . Let us reiterate them.
In both EIT and CRS media the slowing action takes place as a result of strong resonant interaction between either electromagnetic field and polarizable medium (EIT) or between two or more electromagnetic waves (CRS). The strength of interaction determines both the degree to which the group velocity can be reduced (group index) and the maximum bit rate at which the groupvelocity reduction can be achieved. In the case of EIT the interaction strength is determined by plasma frequency, i.e., the combination of density of active atoms and their oscillator strength, while in CRSs the strength is determined primarily by the index contrast. The EIT interaction strength in units of angular frequency spans the range of 10 10 s −1 in rare-earth-doped materials to 10 12 s −1 in prospective QD buffers. The CRS interaction strength ranges from 10 10 s −1 in resonators comprised of FBGs to 5 ϫ 10 13 s −1 in high-index-semiconductor structures. The stronger interaction in CRSs relative to EIT indicates that higher bit rates are attainable in them.
In both EIT and CRSs one can introduce a figure of merit, finesse, that determines their maximum storage capacity. Finesse can be loosely interpreted as a number of interactions that occur within a characteristic decay time. In the case of EIT that time is the decoherence time of the forbidden transition G → B, while in CRSs it is the scattering-absorption time. Typically the "weaker" optical delay media, such as PrYSO or FBG-based resonators, have higher finesses and storage capacities, but they can be realized at lower bit rates. It is hoped that progress in fabrication of high-index photonic structures will extend the storage capacity of CRSs.
The main difference between EIT media and CRSs lies in the relations between the group index n g , third-order dispersion ␤ 3 , and transparency bandwidth 2⍀. The stronger (⍀ −2 versus ⍀ −1 ) dependence of the EIT group index shows that spectacular index reduction can be achieved at low bit rates in the EIT medium, as supported by numerous experiments. [16] [17] [18] But EIT media also have stronger third-order-dispersion dependence on transmission bandwidth. As a result their ability to slow light falls drastically with an increase in bit rate. In fact the required length of the EIT delay line increases with an increase in bit rate, while the length of CRS delay line decreases. Herein lie inherent advantages of CRS optical buffers.
Let us now take a final look at the results developed in this work and try to answer two simple questions: Is there a place for slow-light optical buffers in optical communication-processing, and what type of medium best fits the requirements?
For the EIT-type buffers notwithstanding their main advantage (ability to vary delay continuously), the answer is unequivocally negative. One may achieve spectacular slowing at kilobit/second rates, but for bit rates in excess of 1 megabit/ s and storage capacities of more than a dozen bits, all EIT buffers appear to be ineffective because of their high dispersion. Even if the coherence time is increased, by use for instance of spin coherence, 39 the dispersion still will not allow high-bit-rate applications. This forlorn conclusion is based entirely on dispersion considerations, before all the practical difficulties (requirements for strong pump laser and inconvenient wavelength) are taken into account. That, of course, does not negate the fact that EIT-induced slow light has many scientific applications where delaying-stopping a single bit of information at any bit rate may prove valuable, such as for example in quantum optics. For the CRS optical buffer the answer is more qualified. It seems that there exist two niches open for CRS at different ranges of bit rates. One such niche is FBG-based coupled resonators in the 1 -10-gigabit/ s range. One can envision that by using high-index (up to 0.5%) gratings that are up to a meter long one can store up to 100 bits of information in it-a task that would require an unstructured fiber of 50 m. The second niche is in future highspeed systems operating at hundreds of gigabits/s. For this niche structures with high index contrast and low losses need to be developed from Si and other semiconductors with air bridge technology. Then small delay elements can be formed capable of storing hundreds of bits of information in a less-than-1-cm path length. Note that at present, fabrication technology is about two orders of magnitude away from achieving such losses, but rapid progress is being made. An alternative to loss reduction could be using a semiconductor medium with optical gain that could be traditional or Raman-pumped. But even with these future structures the group index cannot be expected to exceed a factor of more than 10-50 or so unless some means to mitigate the dispersion is employed. Such means may include combining coupled resonator lines having positive ␤ 3 with all-pass filters having negative ␤ 3 , as recently proposed, 40 or other still unexplored methods, such as making CRSs from EIT media. In addition, to attain practicality, the need to control the delay by use of nonlinear optical or electro-optical means should be addressed. Recent results 41 are encouraging.
In conclusion, we have investigated how third-order dispersion severely limits the performance of various types of slow-light optical buffers at high bit rates and shown that high-index-contrast CRSs hold an advantage over EIT-type media.
